World Wide Logistics Inc., Reforms
Employee Time Management with
Fully Integrated HR Software
“We

have got the worldclass solution and the support
needed to use it in the best
way. With SutiHR monitoring
employees’ attendance, leave
and appraisals have become
easy. “
- World Wide Logistics Inc.

“Latest online HR management systems, like SutiHR, make it easy
to minimize errors and speed up time tracking for everyone.”
- Brianna Capostagno
HR Assistant

About World Wide Logistics Inc.
World Wide Logistics Inc. is a dedicated provider of multimodal
transportation solutions operating throughout North America.
As a well-established organization, they streamline and organize
the transportation of goods for their loyal customers. Their team
consists of industry veterans who specialize in the various types
of transportation freight. The company has thorough knowledge
of the unique regulations and laws associated with each method
of transport; from automotive, to dry van, to even refrigerated
truck shipments. This allows them to provide a cost-effective
service to their clients.

The Problem
Once any business grows, tracking employee time becomes
significantly more complex. When a workforce is not being
efficiently managed, it can lead to inefficiencies appearing
throughout the company. This can lead to significant losses that
could have easily been avoided.
The increase in employee strength brought some complications
to World Wide Logistics in handling employee attendance, leave
requests, time off accruals, and performance related issues. The
goal is to have an HR management process as systematic and
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automated as possible. To achieve this, the organization was looking for an integrated system that
ensures all of the time tracking that is being done is accurate and easy to access. They also needed
a robust reports management tool to make strategic business decisions.

The Solution – SutiHR
Before SutiHR, the team relied on TimeTrax which was outdated and unproductive. SutiHR made it
easy for World Wide Logistics to manage the employee database, clock in/out timings, and time off
requests from a single location. The self-service functionality gave their employees the capability to
update personal information, complete performance appraisals, and apply for time off. In addition,
the system gave them a more efficient way to analyze their data, with customized reports and HR
dashboards providing full visibility into their employee data. By selecting SutiHR, the World Wide
Logistics team has seen a simplified process of implementation – the cloud-based solution was
ready to use once configuration was complete, easy to comprehend, thoroughly tested, and quickly
adopted by the company’s employees due to its intuitive self service dashboard.

Benefits of SutiHR:
•
•
•
•
•

Accurate time tracking and work scheduling
Manage complex work patterns across multiple sites
Self-service provides easy access to employees to view/edit their profiles
Real-time reporting on employee data
Cloud-based solution removes the burden of implementation and upgrades

“We have had demonstrations from different suppliers but SutiSoft really matched our business
requirements, offered what we need and it was competitively priced.”
- Brianna Capostagno
HR Assistant

For more information, visit us at :
www.sutisoft.com.
©2017 SutiSoft, Inc. All rights reserved. SutiHR® is a registered trademark of SutiSoft,
Inc. in USA and / or other countries. The content in this publication is subject to
change without notice.
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